SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
COMMERCIAL - SUPER TALL

CD+M Lighting Design Group is an international lighting design consultancy comprised of designers whose work encompasses a variety
of markets. Our award-winning design team has extensive experience creating innovative custom lighting plans to enhance architectural
environments. Our clients include leading architects, interior designers and developers in more than 20 countries worldwide.
With staff in the US, UAE, UK and PRC, our designers are fluent in multiple languages, maintain close ties to global manufacturers and suppliers
and have an excellent understanding of how to integrate lighting into both architecture and landscaping.

POLY SHUNDE CBD, FOSHAN, PRC
The Poly Group has taken undertaken the task of creating a new,
Central Business District (CBD), in the city of Foshan, in the Guangdong
Province, and has commissioned CD+M to assist in the master planning
of lighting design for the architectural facades across 5 distinct parcels
of land. A total of 1.1 million SM of GFA, building types vary from midrise office towers to a super tower, an Intercontinental Hotel, dozens of
residential apartment towers, and a sprawling, high-end shopping mall.
CD+M is also providing interior lighting design of the office towers and
the Intercontinental Hotel. CD+M has worked closely and diligently
with all six world-recognized architectural consultants, as well as the HKbased interior design firm leading the Intercontinental project.

SEOUL INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL CENTER, SEOUL, KOR
The US$2.2B Seoul International Financial Center is a
5.4 million SF mixed-use development comprised of
three Class A office towers, a Conrad Hilton hotel and a
50,000 SM. subterranean shopping mall. The mall also
features a cineplex, 35 restaurants and nearly 100 stores.
CD+M provided architectural lighting design of the
contemporary plaza, soaring facades, office lobbies and
mall interiors. IFC Mall was built under a glass pavilion
aimed at showcasing natural light on all three lower level
floors and the outdoor plaza features a grassy lawn and
seasonal exhibitions by artists and sculptors.

PRINCE PLAZA, SHENZHEN, PRC
Shekou, developed as an industrial area in the 1970s to drive the
economy of Shenzhen, has witnessed the transformation of the city
from an industrial port into a financial and cultural hub. In search of
a new position in Shenzhen’s latest wave of development, Shekou
does not aim to become another CBD like Futian, Qianhai and
Houhai, but a unique area with a juxtaposition of old industrial
buildings converted into offices for creative industries, and new
shopping malls and international offices. Designed by OMA
and Benoy for China Merchants Group, Prince Plaza will include
106,500m2+ of office and retail space.
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